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Swami: Guru Brahmha, Guru Vishnum, Guru Devo Maheshvara, Guru 
Sakshat Parambrahmham, Tasmai Shree Guruvay Nanamaha  
 
Welcome my Dear Divine Souls.  This year the Shiva Ratri program I want 
to start with the union energies between the master and student, between 
the Brahma Consciousness linked with the Sankalpa Shakti, relating how to 
create the universal energy. It’s a very difficult subject the coming days 
what I’m going to teach and also very super depth inner points.  You have 
to deeply think and you have to catch it. If you don’t understand, every 
thirty minutes I’ll ask if any one has any questions, then you can ask.  
 
Before I start, many people did the Paramashiva Yoga, many people did 
the Concord, many people did the Five Elements, many people chanted 
their personal mantras a couple millions of times…  Many people are 
feeling the huge energy, a few people feel they didn’t feel anything, a few 
people feeling just their doing to pass the time, a few people connected 
Mother Divine, a few people connected the angels, and a few people 
received amazing Shakti from the master - different people in the different 
graphs. If you take all coming in one point, why few people receive 
amazing blessings from the master, and why a few people even though 
they did it, they aren’t able to receive it? What is the big block between 
what they did in their meditation, their sadhana, the austerities? Even 
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though they did it they’re not able to reach there and to reach - where is the 
limit?   
 
I told whoever did the process, especially lot of people did who did the 
Concord, at the same time they broke their dikshas, again I gave the 
conclusion how to fix it.  When you’re not carrying the perfect inspiration 
in your heart, that’s the number one drawback.  I’m telling even now, this 
is a great period of time from now until Shiva Ratri to do your sadhana and 
you can reach in this period of time amazing success in your life. Lack of 
faith, lack of surrendity, doubts, confusing each other, they believe the 
process, they believe the master but same time they’re wondering if they 
do this mantra this many times is it really possible they’re going to receive 
the high cosmic energy in their soul?  It’s a big question mark in their heart.  
But they keep doing it.  It’s fifty percent inspiration, carrying this type of 
block and doing it, it’s impossible to get success in your process. Simply I 
can say it’s impossible.  Are you hearing Doug?   
 
Once if you took any process, you have to be determined, “Ok, so and so 
time it’s starting and until to this period I’m doing it with a pure open 
heart no matter whatever it is.”  Completely surrendering to the process 
with faith and the dedication. Then there’s no chance the Almighty will 
miss you. You’re one of the parts of creation here.  Once if you do perfectly, 
you will link with the Almighty energy. Once if you did the perfect 
process, there’s no chance you can get failure. I have a group, special 
group; I’m training them. They’re suppose to hold the Shiva lingam and 
meditate.  The nectar has to flow in their hands.  They failure, again they 
have to start tonight.  In their hands, when they’re holding the Shiva 
lingam it has to bleed Amrutha and they have to understand, once it’s 
happening in their hands they have to recognize the creation energy there.   
 
I’m telling you guys, whenever the impossible thing is making it happen in 
front of your eyes, those moments you have to en-cash it.  You have to use 
that energy to wash out all your blocks no matter whatever it is. At the 
moment you have to surrender and you have to hook, you have to tie it to 
your soul to the Almighty, to bring that energy to you until you reach your 
destiny no matter whatever it is. Whether it’s connecting Mother Divine, 
connecting the angels, whatever your ambitions and your aim are with 
your master, it will fulfill that energy.   
 
Whenever you ignore those energy moments, just you feel so blissed but 
you don’t know how to use it, it means you’re not observing that very 
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clearly.  Your heart is open wonderful, but same time you have to put the 
sankalpam in your heart. Even though you don’t know, you have to ask 
that energy, “Please get it in my heart, please let me know what it is the 
creation.”  You know what I’m saying?  Using your personal mantra, at the 
same time if it’s possible, the master is around you, you have to catch him, 
“Please explain why this thing is happening like this. What is the energy 
mechanism here?”  On the spot, on the moment, the doors will open.  Once 
if it opens, there’s a path, your real spiritual journey will start. Even to 
receive that moments coming in your life, the golden moments to you 
watching personally, it’s a kind of bliss, a kind of pure blessing the 
opportunity the Almighty is giving to you to understand it. Even your 
master is here today talking about this subject it’s also kind of a bliss, 
blessing, you can clarify your confusion and questions.  
 
And this Shiva Ratri time there’s a lot of people are going to connect 
Mother Divine, no doubt on that and a lot of people will witness that nectar 
flowing in their hands, no doubt on that.  But the big question mark in my 
heart, how much they’re going to understand that. How much they’re 
going to utilize that energy in their future developments, soul 
developments?  That’s the question mark in my heart.  I can put it this way, 
lot of people have strong determined heart, they really want to connect a 
lot of really powerful things, but they don’t know it.  I agree with that. You 
have to surrender to the process then the energy will make you understand 
it. A lot of people have a big block not surrendering to the process.  
Everyone thinks, “Swami, I want to go little more step up, step up, step 
up.”  What is a step up?  Whenever you have some food in front of you, 
first digest that then go to the next. A couple thousands of points I 
explained to the special group but only I think yesterday I saw in their 
feelings, they understand pretty good but, they didn’t understand the real 
points.  Between the master and student, there you need to always take it 
as a sport whatever the master is saying and you have to take as a 
challenge to do it then only you can win it.   
 
The master, he’s loving, he’s screaming, he’s disappointed with you, he’s 
cooperating…today he gives one process, next day he changes different 
processes and again next day he gives a different process.  Sometimes you 
don’t know what he’s saying but he’s saying it to you. That’s what you feel, 
“Gosh, why is Swami really confusing me?  What should I do now?”  
That’s my duty to make you confused, to leave you then where you go?  
You have to be a really big monkey baby to catch it. Wherever I’m 
jumping, the monkey small baby never loses the mother, it holds onto her 
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very strongly. Whenever you’re sensitive, very delicate, at the time your 
master is like a cat, it knows how to catch your head gently to blessing it.   
 
What you really understood Clint - between the master and the student.  
Why your group is not able to reach certain stages?  What is the block?   
 
Clint:  Well, I don’t know the answers for the group one hundred percent, 
but as a member of the group… 
 
Swami:  I will ask Ramakrishna. Why the group wasn’t able to reach 
certain level stages to connect the master’s heart to win the process?  What 
is the block you understood? 
 
Ramakrishna:  The group unity, it’s not what it needs to be to see certain 
things.   
 
Swami:  Why the group unity is necessary there? 
 
Ramakrishna: I think there’s many reasons but one of the important 
reasons has to do with the way the people get along with each other.  That 
is, if some process did happen and you’re with people that you don’t feel 
comfortable with or in the digestion of that energy you were with people 
that you didn’t feel comfortable with, or weren’t closely bonded to, then 
there could be a lot of confusion created there that can destroy the process.  
I think also, as a group, you have to take off from the same level to reach 
the same level at the same time. You’re sharing that energy equally among 
the members, and in order to reach that point, you have to earn that trust 
from the master that he can see you can surrender totally to each other, as 
well as the process.   
 
Swami: Is it necessary, important, the miracle power to reach 
enlightenment? 
 
Ramakrishna:  My understanding is that yes, absolutely it is important 
because you can have certain experiences in meditation but that’s different 
than if you see something with your own eyes, something that’s not 
possible.  And although both are valid experiences, both can be powerful 
beautiful experiences, but the difference between seeing something with 
your own eyes is the difference between knowing what is this creation, 
how is it real, how does it work.   
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Swami:  How many people you have in your group? 
 
Ramakrishna:  Fifteen including the other two members.   
 
Swami:  In your group, only a few people connected Mother Divine?  They 
saw something, a few people didn’t receive anything yet, why is that, what 
is your understanding? 
 
Ramakrishna:  I think it has to do with, first, how openhearted they are to 
you to make you comfortable with them, to make you see that they can 
understand something, it’s very important to understand. You are our 
master, our guru, so we have to know why you’re doing some things 
because if we don’t understand that, if we’re under estimating that, then 
we’re losing a lot from that and that’s very necessary in order to en-cash 
whatever experiences you have. You really have to know the value of it 
first.    
 
Swami:  That’s it? 
 
Ramakrishna:  So open heart would go with surrender and also dedication, 
patience, and how well you can handle your own blocks, your own 
bumpiness, your own mind from breaking your process. 
 
Swami:  Your master is a mirror, whatever you are, I show it like same, 
sometimes I turn like a big lens.  If your super funny, I’m super funny too, 
extremely funny. Your group, giving the answer to your group, a few 
people don’t know how to surrender, for example, one student received a 
lot of things, amazing experiences and she received certain objects, and she 
lost them in a powerful spot.  She lost lot of things in a beautiful temple.  
The point here, if you’re holding anything, “Why I should trust this?  Why 
I should follow this?”  If you make any question mark to the Almighty…  
You don’t need to surrender to me, I’m like you… I’m your best friend only 
I’ll show the dareness.   
 
When you’re behaving very funny with energy, the energy will drive you 
crazy - that’s it.  Once if you really surrender and believe in that, even you 
did your process or not, that energy will make you do the process until you 
got that.  It’s the master’s duty to make you do it.  Even if you’re not able to 
do it, he will do for you then he’ll transfer the energy to you. Just I’m doing 
that for a lot of people, even if they’re wearing the sunglasses and they’re 
make up is very well, great lipsticks, they’re really openhearted and their 
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moving, they don’t know what to do, they can’t chant the mantra, can’t get 
it, they’re coming to abhishek and just ok, but their heart is very pure - they 
deserve it.  I have to make them to understand, that’s my duty.   
 
Some people, they have the abilities to understand but they won’t focus to 
it.  You know what I’m saying?  They won’t put their heart and their mind 
to understand it.  They put their mind and their heart to the unnecessary 
gossips, to the funny things.  How can they reach high stages? You can 
receive high healing abilities through the meditation from whatever 
processes you’re doing.  You can go and wake up anybody’s third-eye and 
they can sit in hours in the meditation feeling so blissed but in your 
personal life, what you really experienced the beautiful moments with your 
two eyes, but not in the visions, that’s important.    
 
Ok you did ten years spirituality what did you really see?  After you saw it 
what you learned from that? After you learned it, how much you’re 
teaching to the world, that’s important. Even able to see that, that moments 
have to come in your life…the moments only come, the big chance comes 
once if you open your heart to the process, pure dedicated to the divinity.  
The energy will do for you or the energy will make you to do it.  That’s the 
big step between the master and you. The master is always ready for you 
but you have to think deeperly in your heart how much you’re ready for 
the knowledge. It doesn’t matter which religion you belong to, this is the 
religion for pure light, pure love…knowledge is knowledge - we have to 
surrender to the knowledge.   
 
At the same time, lot of people when they’re reaching their destination and 
they’re losing their patience they’re feeling, “Ok, Swami talked beautiful to 
me today, it’s wonderful.”  Something they feel so blissed then two or three 
days later, again they come down feeling completely left out.  Intentionally 
I did it with a few groups, putting some people inside and few people 
outside. For four days I called everyone inside then four days later I put 
some outside. They felt horrible. They know I love them so much, so why 
do they need to feel horrible?  One day I have to stay in my room, my 
permanent room and everybody has to stay outside. You have to think you 
are in Swami’s heart - that is the real room, it’s enough.   
 
Of course it’s a bliss to also be in Swami’s presence to talking.  Whenever 
he gave a nice talk, I wonder how much they understood and how much 
they’re going to share that knowledge to the world again. If they’re not 
catching that, it’s useless. I’m telling especially to the special group, they 
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have some thousands of points, if they release the information it’s like 
diamonds in the world - whole spirituality is there. Well, whatever it is, 
your dedication, inspiration, patience, complete surrendity is important 
here through your mind, heart and soul…Adi darshanam raksha raksho 
Sai Natha, “Totally everything I’m here, do whatever you want dear 
master, Baba, whatever you want use my body and my mind and my heart 
to do seva in this world, I’m here.” Try to make your determined heart 
today.  At least from today onwards, this is Guru Day, make a commitment 
with Baba and start tomorrow onwards your process, chanting your 
personal mantra minimum five hours to eight hours. Wake up sunrise 
time, sit, do your meditations.   
 
One part my teachings try to understand. Same part, even I’m not teaching, 
try to sit in the group meditation because it’s mainly here I’m going to lift 
each person’s soul up.  That’s the most important this period of time.  You 
know what I’m saying, and also Swami’s going little hard time.  I’m going 
to deliver five Atma Lingams this year. Actually I thought of nine but I 
came down to five to give to the different countries’ people.  The five is like 
the Five Elements, very supernatural powerful.  And many months back I 
drank the mercury, and before five lingams, I owe to one beautiful soul one 
mercury lingam. In these two or three days I have to deliver that. The point 
here, the body is really shaking. Of course it’s like the same, a pregnant 
woman delivering, the pain and suffering is natural.  Without the pain and 
suffering I can’t produce any divinity - the suffering has to pay the bill to 
the universe for everybody.   
 
One day those Atma Lingams will show that capacity in the world, the top 
healing objects…but it will show, it will play it’s own play, beautiful 
character, as a powerful object in the world…but everybody’s in my 
presence, try to surrender with a big open heart to Baba and Jesus, to wash 
out all your blocks.  Ask for the real truth to come in your life, to develop 
that, you can’t receive these days back again it won’t come back.  No need 
to lose your inspiration, “Swami, I’m keeping on doing since two to three 
years my process but nothing is happening to me yet.” I’m one hundred 
percent concentrating on each person.  I know what to do with each soul.  
By grace of Baba I will do a good job. Don’t hold any blocks, try to 
surrender, try to give up all your blocks.   
 
If you didn’t ask, it’s impossible to receive anything, asking is very 
important and also, try to prepare in your heart whenever the moments 
come with you and your master, the beautiful moments with the privacy 
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time, how to utilize that energy and what you’re going to ask. Try to be 
clear, clarity, what type of things you want to receive in your life. For 
example, Swami says go and bring a glass of Abhishek milk. You brought 
the glass of milk in to the room.  That glass of milk turned completely as a 
pearls in your hand. You know pearls, white beads? The milk turned to the 
white beads.  You’re holding a glass, putting in your finger and shaking the 
milk with your finger and it turned as a white beads. Any moments 
whatever is happening in front of you, those moments will only stay for a 
little time… for sure they’ll only stay a little time. I hope you use your 
talent and intelligence to catch that energy and hook the master’s heart and 
hook the Almighty. The beads is not important there, if you’re really a 
student the beads are not important. What’s really going on there is 
important!  How the mechanism is happening is important.  Of course it’s 
also important the beads, the next step.   
 
Whenever you connected Mother Divine you can test whatever you want, 
fine, after you tested, what you’re gaining is important. What’s the purpose 
of your testing? That testing has to turn as a boon in your life.  A few 
people they tested, good, but they have to think what they received from it.  
Simply testing doesn’t make any sense.  The days are coming very soon for 
that, “Oh Swami I forgot this. Oh Swami I missed this. I was suppose to ask 
this.”  If you feel again in your heart horrible, that’s a pretty good hell in 
your life, believe me, that’s a hell. It may come or it may not come again, 
the moments in your life with your master. So whatever it is, believe, 
practice and patience until to Shiva Ratri, it’s very important.   
 
If it’s possible, try to attend early morning Abhishek to Baba then do the 
sunrise meditation one hour, two hours then go back and eat your 
breakfast.  Then start your meditations as much as you can.  Be in much 
silence, be healthy, strong inspiration heart, do your practices. Any 
questions? And I want to say good night, then we’ll start tomorrow 
onwards.     
 
 

End of Talk 


